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ABSTRACT1

Voting is an important Ensemble Learning technique. However,2

there has not been much discussion about leveraging the base3

classifiers’ consensus on unlabeled data to better inform the final4

prediction. My proposed method identifies the data points where5

the ensemble reaches consensus and where conflict arises in the6

unlabeled space. A meta weighted KNN model is trained upon this7

half-labeled set with the labels of the consensus and the conflict8

points marked as “Unknown,” which is treated as a new, additional9

class. The predictions of the meta model are expected to better10

inform the decision of the ensemble in the case of conflict. This re-11

search project aims to implement my proposedmethod and evaluate12

it on a range of benchmark datasets.13
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1 INTRODUCTION16

Ensemble learning has received great attention from the Machine17

Learning community, as the aggregated output of multiple learners18

is often better than that of any single one of them. For classifica-19

tion problems specifically, several methods have been proposed to20

combine multiple classifiers’ predictions: Voting, Bagging, Boost-21

ing, Stacking, etc. Among these methods, Voting is very important22

not only because it is a simple, intuitive, and effective method in23

and of itself, but also because it plays the role of determining the24

collective prediction in other ensemble frameworks, like Bagging25

and Boosting. However, there has not been much discussion about26

leveraging the consensus of the base classifiers on unlabeled data27

in order to better inform the final prediction. My proposed method28

identifies the data points where the ensemble reaches consensus29

and where conflict arises in the unlabeled space. A meta weighted30

KNN model is trained upon this half-labeled set with the labels of31

the consensus and the conflict points marked as “Unknown,” which32

is treated as a new, additional class. The predictions of the meta33

model are expected to better inform the decision of the ensemble in34

the case of conflict. I named this method Unlabeled Consensus Mod-35

eler (UCM). The motivation is that the points agreed upon by the36

base classifiers represent patterns that we can confidently extract37

from the training set. However, the training set can also contain38

noise that leads the base classifiers astray and makes them disagree39

with each other. In the unlabeled space, the agreed patterns may be40

clearer around a point of dispute and we can use this information to41
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strengthen the prediction for that point. This research project is an42

attempt to implement UCM and compare it with Simple Majority43

Voting in terms of their performance on a variety of benchmark44

datasets under some conditions.45

In the next section, I will review the related and background knowl-46

edge in two domains: Voting Ensemble and Semi-supervised Learn-47

ing, as well as the differences between UCM and the work intro-48

duced. The third section delves deeper into the theoretical mo-49

tivation and the specific problem that my method targets. It also50

presents a formal design of UCM and how its components are imple-51

mented. Finally, the experimental setup and evaluation framework52

are discussed in the fourth section.53

2 RELATEDWORK54

2.1 Voting Methods55

Majority Voting: Majority Voting or Plural Voting is probably the56

most well-known voting system due to its straightforwardness.57

A class is assigned to a sample if it receives a majority of votes58

from the base classifiers. However, there are different definitions59

of “majority.” Depending on the situation, it can mean unanimity,60

simple majority (i.e. more than 50% of the base classifiers agree on61

a label). Yet, the most common approach has been that whichever62

class receiving the most votes “wins” and becomes the ultimate63

prediction. Simple Majority Voting makes a lot of assumptions64

about the relative accuracy of the classifiers and each classifiers’65

performance with respect to a particular class [10]. In reality, most66

of these assumptions are not accurate. However, the simplicity and67

efficiency of this method still makes it one of the favorite options68

of Machine Learning practitioners.69

70

Weighted Voting: Another popular voting scheme is Weighted Vot-71

ing. Weighted Voting drops one of the assumptions made by Major-72

ity Voting [10]. Instead of considering the predictions of the base73

classifiers equally likely to be accurate, Weighted Voting attaches74

different weights to the classifiers’ predictions based on their perfor-75

mance in the training set. One of the most well-known examples of76

this approach is the voting system of AdaBoost, which trains a num-77

ber of weak learners, weights them differently based on their error78

rates, and aggregates their predictions by taking into account these79

weights [6]. Other techniques make use of fuzzy sets [3], particle80

swarm optimization [8], genetic algorithm [12], or instance-wise81

weight assignment based on a classifier’s relative performance with82

respect to others’ [5].83

84

Support Function: With a support function, instead of being con-85

fined to a single output class, a base classifier can provide their86

predictions in terms of the likelihood of a sample belonging to each87
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of the available classes. The term “Support Function” is used by88

Woźniak et al. in their survey of classifiers combination [15]. One89

of the widely used types of likelihood is the a posteriori probability.90

Kittler et al. have proposed a variety of rules by which a class’s a91

posteriori probabilities from different base classifiers can be com-92

bined [9]. Later work has focused on comparing the effectiveness of93

these rules under various conditions [1]. The value of the support94

function can also be the rankings of the classes. In this case, the95

method is known as Borda Count, which outperforms Majority96

Voting in some experiments [11].97

98

While the aforementioned methods tackle the problem differently,99

they all agree that it is critical for the ensemble to be diverse. This100

concept of diversity can be interpreted and measured in a variety101

of ways. Usually, it is important that the classifiers don’t make the102

same mistake together. Some diversification strategies are using103

different underlying algorithms for the base classifiers or different104

feature sets [9], and bootstrapping.105

2.2 Semi-supervised Learning106

Because UCM utilizes information in both the labeled and unlabeled107

spaces, it can be linked to semi-supervised learning. However, since108

semi-supervised learning is a broad field, I will only focus on the109

areas that are relevant to making use of the ensemble’s consensus110

on unlabeled data. Before I go into the details of each area, let us111

quickly touch upon the rudiments of semi-supervised learning. The112

big problem that semi-supervised learning tries to solve is that113

labeled data for training is often insufficient and difficult to acquire114

while unlabeled data is abundant. Semi-supervised learning aims to115

fully exploit the few labeled samples available to extract patterns116

from the pool of ample unlabeled data [14].117

118

Inductive versus Transductive: The landscape of semi-supervised119

learning methods comprises of two major approaches: Inductive120

and Transductive. The goal of an inductive framework is to build121

a mechanism that can independently predict unlabeled samples122

one by one. This goal is shared with most of the supervised algo-123

rithms but the training process of an inductive algorithm takes in124

both labeled and unlabeled data. On the other hand, a transductive125

method seeks to optimize the predictions for each space of data.126

This space contains samples that are either labeled or unlabeled127

and a transductive algorithm attempts to use the distribution of the128

entire space to provide a set of predictions for all data points. In129

other words, the input for a transductive algorithm is the whole130

data space, not a single data point [14]. In this aspect, UCM is simi-131

lar to the transductive approach when the meta model needs to be132

fed the complete unlabeled set. However, while most transductive133

algorithms use graph theory to model the similarity among the data134

points [14], UCM looks to draw a connection between the patterns135

in the training set and those in the unlabeled set via inspecting the136

consensus of the base classifiers.137

138

Tri-Training: Tri-Training is an inductive method that uses three139

classifiers, all of which are trained upon the same complete dataset.140

When it comes to leveraging unlabeled data for “refinement,” a141

classifier is given a sample to train with the label agreed upon by142

the other two [16]. A variation of Tri-Training is Multi-Train when143

more than three classifiers are used and a sample is accepted for144

the refinement of one classifier if a majority of the rest of the clas-145

sifiers return the same label [7]. It is not difficult to point out the146

similarities between my idea and that of Tri-Training, when my147

meta KNN model learns from the data labeled based on the base148

classifiers’ consensus. However, there are fundamental differences149

between UCM and Tri-Training:150

• As mentioned, Tri-Training falls under the inductive ap-151

proach while UCM is generally transductive.152

• My meta KNN model does not learn from the labeled data153

in the training set.154

• There is no co-training. In other words, my meta KNNmodel155

does not affect the base classifiers in any way. Hence, there156

is no refinement of the base classifiers using unlabeled data.157

• My meta KNN model also takes into account the uncertainty158

of the nearby conflict points.159

3 UNLABELED CONSENSUS MODELER160

3.1 Theoretical Motivation161

UCM is expected to take advantage of the collective decisions of a162

voting system and summarize how strong these collective patterns163

are in the unlabeled set to help with the classification of the conflict164

points. In Figure 1, the graph on the left presents the training set,165

which has two classes “A” and “B.” On the right is the graph of166

the unlabeled set, which is pseudo-labeled based on the majority167

decisions of two classifiers 𝑐𝑙1 and 𝑐𝑙2. The circled question mark168

indicates a conflict point where 𝑐𝑙1 and 𝑐𝑙2 disagree. It is also shown169

in the training set for the sake of convenient comparison.

Figure 1: Training (left) and unlabeled (right) sets

170

In the unlabeled set, it is apparent that the conflict point is more171

likely to have the label “A.” However, the additional B in the training172

set causes confusion and dissent between 𝑐𝑙1 and 𝑐𝑙2. UCM settles173

this dispute by adding another voice based on the consensus in the174

unlabeled space. The feasibility of UCM rest on two assumptions.175

First, the pseudo-labels inferred from consensus are reliable. This176

assumption can be satisfied with a diverse ensemble. If base clas-177

sifiers with different learning “lenses” all agree on the label of a178

point then this label is credible. The second assumption of UCM179

is that the distribution of the unlabeled set is more trustworthy180

and contains less noise than the training set, especially around the181

point of dispute.182

It is also possible that in the unlabeled space, there are other conflict183
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points around the point in question. Figure 2 signifies the other184

conflict points with unringed question marks. These points are185

assigned the class “Unknown.”

Figure 2: Accounting for uncertainty in the unlabeled set

186

In Figure 2, although there are two A’s near the point in question,187

UCM also takes notice of the three unknown samples around it and188

is less positive that the point in question also has the label “A.”189

The analysis of the theoretical motivation of UCM makes it clearer190

that the distinctions between UCM and Tri-Training reflect the191

different objectives that the two methods are pursuing. While Tri-192

Training, a representative of semi-supervised learning, tackles the193

lack of labeled data, UCM aims at detecting fake patterns that exist194

in the training set but not in the unlabeled set, thereby reducing the195

chance of overfitting. Even though the approach of UCM is semi-196

supervised, it is intended to serve supervised frameworks. There197

is no need for refinement using unlabeled data since the training198

data should be sufficient for the base classifiers to perform decently199

on their own and UCM will only play the role of assisting them200

with making the final prediction where discord occurs. Another201

reason for no retraining of the base classifiers is that many semi-202

supervised techniques suffer from degradation due to their biased203

conjecture about the unlabeled data [17]. By keeping the opinions204

of the base classifiers intact and only putting another voice on top205

of their opinions when needed, UCM is anticipated to be less prone206

to the issue of degradation.207

3.2 Design and Implementation208

Figure 3 is the architectural diagram of UCM. I will now dissect209

each of its components, most of which are implemented with the210

Scikit-learn open source library [13].211

212

Basic preprocessing: Missing values are imputed using the median213

for numerical variables and the mode for categorical features. Af-214

ter that, one-hot encoding is applied to satisfy many algorithms’215

requirement that categorical data be represented as numeric val-216

ues. Although it may make sense for some categorical features to217

be transformed according to an ordinal scale, the vast number of218

evaluation datasets and the fact that they spread across a range of219

specialized domains make it difficult to determine the ordinality220

of each categorical feature. More importantly, the objective of this221

research is not to achieve the best performance on the benchmark222

datasets. Rather, it is to carry out a comparative experiment of two223

frameworks and the choice of the preprocessing method does not224

Figure 3: UCM framework

interfere with this objective significantly. In addition to the categor-225

ical encoding, all numerical features are standardized and clamped226

to the same scale.227

228

Base classifiers training: I follow the strategy of using different229

underlying algorithms to diversify the ensemble. There are six base230

classifiers, each of which corresponds to one algorithm in the dia-231

gram. The classifiers are constructed from Scikit-learn’s standard232

implementations of the listed algorithms with the default hyper-233

parameter values. Only the n_jobs argument, if available, is set to234

-1 to enable parallelization. For the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)235

algorithm, there is only one hidden layer and the number of hidden236

nodes is 𝑛+1
2 where 𝑛 is the number of features, i.e. the number237

of input nodes. This is based on the suggestion that the number238

of hidden neurons should be “somewhere between the input layer239

size and the output layer size.” [2] All other hyperparameters are240

set to the package’s default values, including the ReLU activation241

function.242

243

Majority voting: After the unlabeled points are predicted by the244

base classifiers, their predictions go through majority voting. The245

predictions of the majority voting system are in terms of probabili-246

ties. For instance, if a sample is classified as “A” by five out of six247

learners and as “B” by only one learner then the prediction will be248

5
6 “A” and 1

6 “B.” UCM can work with any voting schemes whose249

output can be interpreted probabilistically and if there is a way to250
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determine consensus. Thus, it is well-suited with a support function.251

Nevertheless, a more complicated voting technique is unnecessary252

since UCM is not a voting system on its own but is built upon an253

existing voting framework. Simple majority voting, therefore, is254

good enough for assessing UCM and its contribution, if any, to the255

improvement of the voting ensemble. Another advantage of using256

majority voting is, potentially, plenty of ties that will be helpful for257

evaluating UCM against the baseline of random guessing.258

259

Pseudo-labeling: A conflict threshold needs to be set. For exam-260

ple, if a data point is agreed upon by at least five out of six (or261

approximately 83%) classifiers then it is labeled as the majority’s262

decision. Otherwise, it is indicated as “Unknown.”263

264

Meta KNN modeling: A distance-weighted KNN is then applied265

to the pseudo-labeled set to predict each of the unknown points.266

For each of these points, the meta model also considers the other267

unknown samples around it. The model’s output is the probabilities268

of the point belonging to one of the original classes or the class269

“Unknown”, which consolidates the amount of uncertainty into the270

predictions and serves as a regulating factor. This is why it is crucial271

for the predictions to be probabilistic.272

KNN is chosen to be the algorithm of the meta model because it is273

an intuitive way of thinking about the dissimilarity in distribution274

between the training set and the unlabeled set. Other algorithms275

that make a strong use of the data distribution and that can produce276

probabilistic predictions like SVM may also be good candidates.277

However, for each unknown point to be classified, it needs to be278

removed from the pseudo-labeled set before the learner is fit. KNN,279

as a lazy learning algorithm, nicely meets this “leave-one-out” re-280

quirement, although the relaxation of this requirement may be281

acceptable for some eager learning algorithms.282

283

Producing the final predictions: For each sample and class, the two284

probabilities from majority voting and meta KNN modeling are285

added and whichever class receives the highest probability score286

becomes the ultimate label for that sample. I may experiment with287

other algebraic operations but addition is selected at this point288

because of its simplicity.289

4 EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION290

4.1 Datasets291

I plan to reuse the 73 public benchmark datasets from the UCI292

repository that Kuncheva et al. employ in their study of major293

voting systems [10].294

4.2 Evaluation295

The performance of UCM is compared with that of mere majority296

voting to see if the additional technique of modeling the consensus297

brings any benefit. I intend to particularly examine the effective-298

ness of UCM in breaking ties, compared with random guessing. The299

accuracy rate and 𝐹1 score will be the metrics due to their popular-300

ity and applicability and will be estimated using cross-validation301

to reduce bias, especially with small datasets. The results will be302

evaluated with one of the statistical tests recommended by Demšar303

for comparing two classifiers over multiple datasets [4] and that304

have been widely adopted.305

Another interesting experiment would involve using only five base306

classifiers with KNN versus without KNN to see the effect of the307

meta model being different from any of the base classifiers and308

check if the meta model biasedly favors the base classifier of the309

same learning algorithm, i.e. whether it agrees with this base clas-310

sifier most of the time, especially when the base classifier is wrong.311

The results will also provide a sense of the influence of the meta312

model in 3-2 situations and whether it can overturn the decision of313

majority voting.314

5 CONCLUSION315

...316
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